New York, 6 September 2022

Excellency,

We are honoured to write to you in our capacity as co-facilitators for the intergovernmental consultations related to the modalities for the Summit of the Future.

Further to consultations held on Thursday 2 September, we have the honour to convey herewith a co-facilitators’ text, which is placed under a silence procedure until **9am Wednesday 7 September 2022**.

We endeavoured to produce a revised text that is balanced and represents a mid-point between the views we have heard from delegations on the key elements, as well as provide for a strong platform for a substantive and meaningful Summit.

The co-facilitators have also included a detailed preparatory process into the draft resolution which will enable Member States ample time to consider and decide on the scope and substance of the Summit of the Future. The final text includes a compromise proposal to hold a preparatory ministerial meeting during High-level week at the 78th session of the General Assembly (18 September). The President of the General Assembly, in consultation with Member States, will further elaborate on the detail of the ministerial meeting.

We thank all delegations for their constructive engagement and support throughout this process and seek their maximum flexibility in the hope it can attract broad consensus.

Please accept, Excellency, the assurance of our highest consideration.

Carolyn Schwalger
Permanent Representative of New Zealand to the United Nations

Mohamed Al Hassan
Permanent Representative of the Sultanate of Oman to the United Nations

All Permanent Representatives and Permanent Observers to the United Nations

H.E Mr Abdullah Shahid
President of the 76th session of the UN General Assembly
New York